
Submission to the Legislative Council Inquiry into the University of Tasmania Act 1992. 

The University Council was once a democratically elected body consisting primarily of 
academic staff. Whatever it is now, it is neither democratic, nor does it have the best interests of 
staff or students as its’ focus. It is an undemocratic management body stacked with political 
appointments, who perpetuate a top-down managerial attitude that has been responsible for the 
corporatisation of the University. Staff opinions have been suppressed and ignored, and the 
remuneration of senior management has grown out of all proportion, compared to the meagre 
wages offered to Academic and Professional staff.  

What is the problem? 

The Council is now constrained to between ten and fourteen members. There are only TWO elected 
representatives from staff – one Academic and one Professional staff member. This diminishes the 
input of the many thousands of staff members to only two voices, a tiny minority in the Council that 
is responsible for governing all aspects of their workplace and conditions. The ability of staff to 
contribute to the development and agency of the University is at its’ lowest ebb, despite the obvious 
fact that they are the people who are best positioned and motivated to drive the Uni forward.  

I note that there was period when three elected Academic reps were a part of the council, but this 
was amended to one in 2012. Why have the voices of our Academics been silenced in this way? Half 
of the Council were once elected staff. It seems that the government has, in the past, held the view 
that they know the business of tertiary education better than the Academics and Professional staff 
who actually teach it. I find this position incomprehensible. There are no better people to be 
involved in the ongoing decision-making of the University than the staff and students themselves, 
and appointing external managers to perform the roles is inappropriate and unwarranted.  

What about the Academic Senate? 

Some have claimed that Academic staff are appropriately represented by the Academic Senate; this 
is untrue. The Academic Senate is not a decision-making body in the way that the Council is. It can 
readily be overridden by the Council, and in effect acts only as a consultative body. Moreover, the 
aegis of the Senate is much narrower than that of the Council, and it has no real powers to affect the 
important conditions which govern the work of all staff. It makes no contributions to the Staff 
Agreements, which are instead left to the NTEU to negotiate on behalf of a host of free riders. The 
Academic Senate is a very poor substitute for actual participative involvement in the management 
and direction of the University.  

Where are the Graduates? 

The current make-up of the University Council actually requires only three University graduates – 
one Academic staff member, one appointed by the minister, and one from the six appointees of the 
Council itself. This last step I find particularly unethical – how is it that a Council can be responsible 
for appointing its’ own members? This is a recipe for appointing a clique. It is further galling that 
these appointments specifically exclude current staff members.  

Even stranger, the VC, provost, and a number of other senior management personnel are defined as 
“Academic Staff” by the Act. The normal understanding is that Academic staff are actually involved 
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in teaching. This bizarre technical definition does not seem to serve any purpose other than laying 
the pretence that senior management are somehow involved in the academic development of the 
Uni, when in fact they are focussed primarily on the financial management.  

Only two students may participate in Council, and they are “appointed” rather than being subject to 
any form of democratic selection process. The involvement of the Student Association / Student 
Union appears to be a formality, now they have been largely gutted by VSU. Even the voice of the 
Alumni association has been excised from Council. 

Supermajority? 

Another problem I see with the present act is the requirement for a supermajority of Council to 
dismiss a Chancellor or Deputy. This is unlikely to ever occur when the Council is staked with 
appointments instead of elected academic representatives. Given the awful behaviour reported of 
our previous Vice Chancellor, it would be appropriate to revisit this and consider whether it is 
appropriate to protect the highest paid members of Council in this way. 

Casual Staff are ignored 

Please note that the definition of “professional staff” specifically excludes Casual staff. It seems that 
a very large proportion (perhaps a numerical majority) of UTAS employees are appointed on a casual 
basis. This does not seem to be fair, and may be a driving factor in the increasing casualisation of the 
workforce. Casual staff have some of the poorest work conditions at UTAS, and their lack of 
representation in this way leaves them in a very dark corner.  

Corporatisation is the Problem 

The current act was engineered to give a very high degree of autonomy to the Vice Chancellor. It is 
arguable that this has gone too far, and that the activities of Vice Chancellors over the last two 
decades have become increasingly autocratic. The entire dynamic of the University has changed 
because of this profit-focused attitude, where the University is considered to be a “big business” 
that must turn a profit for the Federal Government. The corporate attitude has become all-
pervading, and it tends to result in very poor treatment of staff and students.  

Modern UTAS management can be characterised by bullying. Their “change management” processes 
are dishonest side-shows, intractable and tedious, papering over the process of negotiation. Human 
Resources tell people to seek counselling if they have problems coping with the constant changes of 
hierarchy and control, and the diminution of conditions. Blaming the staff for the consequences of 
management’s deliberately disorienting game of musical Faculties is vile behaviour, and the clearest 
demonstration that they do not have the best interests of staff in mind. 

The University of Tasmania is NOT a for-profit enterprise, nor an investment property. It is an 
educational institution, exempt from taxation, and it’s role is to provide, support and encourage 
higher education – “the pursuit of excellence”, as it were. The motto of the University of Tasmania is 
Ingeniis patuit campus – “the field is Open to Talent”. It has never seemed more closed, when staff 
appointments are made arbitrarily and without a transparent process, where management 
deliberately suppress the results of staff surveys (e.g. “Your Voice”) and closes conversations. 



Divide and Conquer 

Current and past senior management have sought to divide staff up in ways that make it difficult for 
them to organise. The perpetual shake-up of Faculties, Schools, Divisions whatever they want to call 
them, seems engineered to disorient staff and limit communication between these “silos”. 
Workplace conditions and managers attitudes vary wildly, when staff have an increasingly difficult 
time in comparing them. The ultimate division would occur with the proposed move into the inner 
city, where schools will be distributed widely and with little proximity to one another – utterly 
surrendering on the original purpose of the Sandy Bay campus, which was explicitly granted to UTAS 
to accommodate cross-faculty collaboration and engagement. Expecting staff to do so exclusively via 
Zoom, or in local commercial coffee houses is a very poor substitute. The sense of community 
provided by the dedicated campus is something that will be permanently lost in the city. There is 
very significant staff, student, and community opposition to this move – but the VC is able to force it 
to occur by fiat, and has provided many sham consultation processes to bolster his arrogance. 

At the same time, UTAS senior management are aggrandising themselves and accumulating pay-
rises at an unprecedented level. It is estimated that the VC of UTAS now collects over a million 
dollars in benefits, although this is made opaque by the extremely poor budget reporting 
mechanisms. Transparency in the senior management budget would be an excellent step forward; 
presently we must wait for budget estimate to get even the fuzziest of figures. Why? 

Current management are desperately trying to respond to this Inquiry by opening up an 80-person 
panel of appointees to convince the public that their newest development plan is something other 
than a complicated real-estate scheme. They have persistently ignored and tried to suppress input 
from staff, students, and alumni. It is time to remove the license of University Senior Management 
to set their own wages and conditions, and remove them for the good of the University. It seems 
that they are forever paying consultants to tell us that their arrangement of deck chairs is much 
better than having a lifeboat.  

UTAS needs someone in charge who understands local conditions, the history of the University, and 
actually listens top staff and students – instead of trying to bury them in a media sideshow. It needs 
a local staff member to manage it, not some corporate flunky hiding out in a QUANGO. It needs 
input from all staff, a process that used to be provided by the University Council. I urge you to 
amend the act to regenerate the democratic base of the University Council, to restore the 
participation and engagement of staff, and help prevent the ego of one person from driving it to the 
brink of financial collapse. 

Sincerely; 

Dr Andrew Grosse 

Former UTAS staff member (2003-2020) 

UTAS Alumni (PhD, 2006) 


